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One who knows the potential of the river, will also know the length of the river. So,
the river length is defined by the number of words which were written on the
kadavalam. Let's assume there are 100 words. I believe the meaning is, "one who
knows the lengths of the rivers, will also know the potentials of the rivers", or, "one
who knows the lengths of the rivers, also knows the potentials of the rivers". Note:
this interpretation may not fit the rest of the sentence. A: Apparently, the phrase
means One who knows the length of a river is also aware of the potential of a river.
Length of a river means the length of a particular stream flowing into a city. The
phrase itself means the length of a particular city. One who knows the lengths of the
rivers is also aware of the potential of the rivers. There are many rivers of a
particular length flowing into a particular city. So, if one knows the lengths of the
rivers, then that person is aware of the lengths of these rivers. One who knows the
lengths of the rivers, knows also the potential of the rivers. If one is aware of the
lengths of the rivers, he/she knows that there are many rivers of the length that have
been identified as flowing into a particular city. -----Original Message----- From:
"Mary Williams" @ENRON [IMCEANOTES-+22Mary+20Williams+22+20+3Cm
wilson3+40penn+2Eedu+3E+40ENRON@ENRON.com] Sent: Tuesday, May 29,
2001 11:23 AM To: Mulvany, Patrick; Culotta, Lindsay; Mark Kaminski; Gil,
Mercy; Cantekin, D.D.; Nord, Sue; Taylor, Mark E (Legal) Cc: Subject: Re: short
position tickets Thanks for the explanation...I agree that there should be a clearer
statement than you quote in my response to EOL that the trades are being posted to
reflect the corresponding position(s) on the long side. I'll work on getting that
changed. In the meantime, I'll
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